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Abstract We address the point cloud semantic segmentation problem through modeling long-range depen-

dencies based on the self-attention mechanism. Existing semantic segmentation models generally focus on

local feature aggregation. By comparison, we propose a point attention network (PA-Net) to selectively ex-

tract local features with long-range dependencies. We specially devise two complementary attention modules

for the point cloud semantic segmentation task. The attention modules adaptively integrate the semantic

inter-dependencies with long-range dependencies. Our point attention module adaptively integrates local

features of the last layer of the encoder with a weighted sum of the long-range dependency features. Re-

gardless of the distance of similar features, they are all correlated with each other. Meanwhile, the feature

attention module adaptively integrates inter-dependent feature maps among all local features in the last layer

of the encoder. Extensive results prove that our two attention modules together improve the performance

of semantic segmentation on point clouds. We achieve better semantic segmentation performance on two

benchmark point cloud datasets (i.e., S3DIS and ScanNet). Particularly, the IoU on 11 semantic categories

of S3DIS is significantly boosted.
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1 Introduction

In 3D computer vision, point cloud semantic segmentation is a challenging and important task, which
facilitates recognition and understanding of the 3D content [1]. However, objects with similar appearance
weaken the ability of the network on semantic segmentation. For example, local areas of the chair and
sofa are often indistinguishable, as illustrated in Figure 1. Therefore, it is important to enhance the
discriminative ability of features extracted for point-level semantic segmentation task. Existing studies
segment point clouds by extracting discriminative features. PointNet [2] separately extracts the local
geometric features of all individual points, and then cumulates the local semantic features with a max
pooling function. Afterwards, a series of methods [3–7] have proven that extracting the local geometry
structure of point cloud rather than treating each point independently can better leverage local structure
features to boost the segmentation accuracy. However, the above methods mainly concentrate on extract-
ing local geometric features without considering the relationship of different local structures, limiting the
representation ability of feature representations. A straightforward method to address the above prob-
lem [8, 9] is to treat point cloud as an image and to use standard convolution neural networks to obtain
rich contextual features. Although these methods have achieved significant improvement, they still have
shortcomings in some important aspects. For example, the exponentially increasing memory requirement
and huge computational cost usually make adequate analysis difficult, leading to low prediction accuracy.
The contextual dependencies among local features and global semantic features are still unexplored in
existing methods, which weakens the discriminative representation ability of 3D point cloud features.
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Figure 1 (Color online) Visual examples of point cloud semantic segmentation. The first column is the ground truth. In the

second column, the body part of the chair is misclassified as the sofa due to the similar appearance. The existing method fails

to effectively distinguish the confused semantic categories without enough contextual dependencies, leading to bad prediction. In

the proposed PA-Net, we aggregate the long-range contextual feature with long-range dependencies. Notably, the PAM and FAM

model relationships with different scales as context knowledge to obtain the long-range dependencies.

To address the above problems, we propose a new framework, point attention network (PA-Net), to
learn long-range contextual dependencies utilizing the self-attention mechanism. We especially incor-
porate two parallel attention modules into semantic segmentation backbones. The first one is a point
attention module (PAM), which is designed to extract the long-range dependencies between any two
points in the last layer of the encoder. For a specific point, the features of the point will be updated by
summing the surrounding points assigned with suitable weights. The above weights are calculated by the
correlation between two points at corresponding positions. For any two points, no matter how far their
distance is, they can contribute mutual improvement with PAM. The second one is a feature attention
module (FAM), which pays more attention to the local feature relationship due to long-range contextual
dependencies. The local feature relationship can selectively extract contextual features by summing up
local features with different weights. And the weights are calculated according to the relationship of local
semantic distribution as well as global semantic distribution. Thus, the discriminative representation of
the point cloud can be captured. Finally, in order to further obtain the complementary features, we fuse
the above two rich contextual features.

Benefiting from the two attention modules, our method can more effectively and flexibly segment the
point cloud scenes which have similar local geometry structures than previous methods [8, 9]. First, our
attention modules adaptively integrate the rich contextual features of similar points to enhance their
local feature with long-range dependencies, avoiding impairing the performance on dominant objects
which have similar local geometry structures with those small objects. Second, our method can learn
the contextual features at different scales to enrich the semantic information. Specifically, the attention
mechanism in our model can selectively extract contextual features at two scales which have long-range
dependencies. Third, we explicitly take the points in the last encoder layer and corresponding feature
map relationships into consideration, so that our PA-Net is directly applicable to the original point cloud
without the need of transformation to other representation.

In order to evaluate our proposed PA-Net, a series of experiments on the benchmark datasets, e.g.,
the S3DIS [10] and the ScanNet [11], are conducted. The diversified experimental results show that our
proposed PA-Net achieves superior performance over the state-of-the-arts.

In conclusion, the key contributions of our study are as follows.

• The PAM is proposed to extract the long-range dependencies for point cloud semantic segmentation.
PAM leverages rich long-range contextual features to complement local features.

• We design FAM to model the local feature inter-dependencies. These special designs significantly
improve the segmentation accuracy by encoding different contextual dependencies over local features.

2 Related work

Point cloud semantic segmentation. Since the advent of fully convolutional networks (FCN) [12],
pixel-level semantic segmentation based on depth learning has drawn considerable attention. As the
convolutional neural networks are gradually being used [13–18] for semantic segmentation task [19], se-
mantic segmentation of 2D images has obtained tremendous progress. Different applications have driven
the creation of different 3D data representations: point cloud, mesh, 3D voxel and multi-view images.
Multiple 3D data representations lead to various approaches for 3D semantic segmentation. Qi et al. [2]
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Figure 2 (Color online) Overview of our point attention network. N0, N1, N2 represent the number of points in the input and

after being sampled in each convolution, and K0, K1, K2 denote the output feature channels at each point.

proposed PointNet which is directly applied to the original point cloud, without representation conver-
sion [20–22]. The following work PointNet++ uses hierarchical point set features and learns to capture
local features like what convolutional neural networks do in 2D image. In the immediate aftermath
of PointNet/PointNet++ [23], more networks directly process the original point cloud data, such as,
PointCNN [3], RSNet [4], SGPN [5], DGCNN [6], ASIS [7], MortonNet [24], RGCNN [25], Graph Atten-
tion [26], VvNet [27], Squeezesegv3 [28], and FusionNet [29]. The point cloud transformer (PCT) [30] is
a piece of promising work that borrows the idea of transformer showing great success in NLP and adapts
it to point cloud processing. The key is to leverage the permutation invariant property that is well suited
for point cloud processing. These algorithms have achieved higher accuracy and better robustness in
point cloud semantic segmentation. However, few of previous studies take advantage of the long-range
dependencies to segment point cloud. To the best of our knowledge, our PA-Net is the first network which
utilizes the long-range dependencies to learn rich contextual feature for semantic segmentation. Among
all the local aggregation methods, the ShellNet [31] and RandLA-Net [32] achieve the best performance
for efficient point feature aggregation. Consequently, we adopt ShellNet and RandLA-Net to build our
backbone and refine network.

Self-attention modules. In many computer vision tasks, attention mechanism is used to learn long-
range dependencies [33–37]. Ref. [37] used the attention mechanism in machine translation to extract the
global dependencies of the input language. In addition, considering the interoperability of the long-range
dependencies, attention mechanisms have also been gradually migrated to computer vision. In the image
generation field, the method of [38] is the first to combine the self-attention mechanism with the image
generator. Wang et al. [39] focused on videos and images. They mainly discuss the effectiveness of non-
local operation in the self-attention module. Different from previous studies, the attention mechanism in
our study is extended into the new task of point cloud semantic segmentation. Two types of attention
modules are designed to obtain feature representations with intra-class compactness based on long-range
dependencies.

3 Overview

Existing methods mostly focus on the local feature aggregation to extract features. Contextual feature,
which is the key to effectively boost semantic segmentation performance, is however, seldom explored.
To learn rich contextual information, we introduce long-range dependencies by utilizing the attention
mechanism. The self-attention mechanism can expand the received field by selectively interacting the
contents of the received field at different distances within the point cloud scene.

As illustrated in Figure 2, two different attention modules, including PAM and FAM, are proposed to
effectively integrate different long-range dependencies to obtain rich contextual information. We feed local
features generated by the backbone into PAM and FAM, respectively. PAM can generate features with
long-range contextual information with the following steps. First, the point attention matrix is generated
to model the spatial relationship between any two points. Then, we multiply the point attention matrix
with original input features. Finally, we obtain the final feature representation which embeds the long-
range dependencies by summing the resultant matrix and original input feature. The extraction process
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Figure 3 (Color online) Details of long-range dependencies.

of feature relationship in FAM is close to PAM apart from the first step, where the feature attention
matrix in FAM is calculated on the original features. Finally, to obtain the complementary point cloud
semantic features, we fuse the above two rich contextual features from PAM and FAM, respectively. On
the ScanNet and S3DIS dataset, we employ ShellNet and RandLA-Net as the backbone, respectively. We
stay consistent with the official published code settings without any changes.

4 Point attention network

We first introduce the long-range dependencies in the point cloud field and give a detailed legend descrip-
tion. Subsequently, the two attention mechanisms are introduced. The two attention modules extract
features with different long-range dependencies from the spatial positions of the point and the relation-
ship of the local feature, respectively. Finally, we describe how to integrate the above modules into our
network.

4.1 Long-range dependencies

Figure 3 describes the details of the long-range dependencies of our PA-Net. We first hierarchically
extract semantic features of the input point cloud, similar to existing semantic segmentation methods.
However, the representation capacity of the extracted features is limited without considering the con-
textual dependencies among different local features. Therefore, we employ two parallel self-attention
modules to learn the long-range dependencies.

Once the above extracted features are generated, we feed them into the PAM. Specifically, the multi-
plication between points and transposed points will generate a point attention map where each element
indicates the attention weight between each pair of points. We observe that the larger the attention
weights are, the stronger correlations between points are. As shown in PAM of Figure 3, these strong
correlations can be used to match similar points even the distance between points is far. By emphasizing
the correlation of large objects in the point cloud scene, PAM is more conducive to learning the semantic
information of these large objects, thanks to long-range dependence between the global context.

Because the contextual features produced by PAM with long-range dependencies are too rough, it is
insufficient to learn the semantic features of small objects with local geometric structure. We therefore
utilize FAM to capture such long-range feature dependencies to complement with long-range point de-
pendencies of PAM. As shown in FAM of Figure 3, the correlations with others between each feature
map with the others are calculated to generate the feature attention map. Then, according to the feature
attention map, each point feature map can share local feature information with the others. The new point
cloud feature map not only contains its own local feature, but also contains the structure information of
the surrounding points, and even long-range dependencies of effective environmental information. The
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Figure 4 (Color online) The point attention module.

above mentioned rich contextual feature has remarkable effect on segmentation task with similar local
structures.

4.2 Point attention module

Rich contextual features are essential for point cloud semantic segmentation which can be captured
by extracting long-range contextual features. We design PAM to model long-range dependencies over
points. From a global received field, PAM selectively calculates the importance of the received field of
each point to the global features and gives different weights to the received field of each point according
to their importance. Then the local point features are encoded with global features with rich contextual
information.

As shown in Figure 4, given local features A ∈ R
N×K , we assign each of them to a set of shared

multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) to generate two types of features B ∈ R
N×K and C ∈ R

N×K at first,
with N being the number of points and K being the feature dimensionality. Then, B and CT, which is
the transposed matrix of C. We perform matrix multiplication and employ a softmax layer to calculate
the point attention map S ∈ R

N×N :

sij =
exp(BiC

T
j )

∑N

i=1

∑N

j=1(BiC
T
j )

, (1)

where sij measures the ith point’s impact on the jth point. The closer the correlation is between the
above two points, the greater their impact is on each other.

Meanwhile, we feed local features A into an MLP to extract feature D ∈ R
N×K . Afterwards, we

multiply D and S. Finally, a scale parameter α is multiplied to the above result, and the features A are
summed with it to capture the rich contextual features E ∈ R

N×K as follows:

E = αSD +A, (2)

where α is initially set to 0, and the weight is assigned with gradually learning. From (2), we can infer that
each point feature E is a weighted sum, which covers all essential points and original features. Taking
advantage of PAM, we can selectively aggregate the points contexts and capture a global contextual
feature. The intra-class compactness and semantic consistency are improved owing to the mutual gains
of similar local geometry features.

4.3 Feature attention module

The feature of each point contains information about the neighboring points. Thus, this feature map
can be considered as a class-specific response function. These class-specific response functions can ef-
fectively evaluate the correlation of local internal features. Comparing the differences of feature maps,
we can measure the class-specific response function from a broader perspective, and emphasize interde-
pendent class-specific response to improve the weights of specific semantics. To extract the long-range
dependencies efficiently, we build the FAM.
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Figure 5 (Color online) The feature attention module.

Figure 5 illustrates the structure of FAM. The feature attention map X ∈ R
C×C from the original

feature A ∈ R
N×K is calculated first. Specifically, between A and the transposed matrix AT of A, we

perform an element matrix multiplication. Finally, we obtain the feature attention map X ∈ R
K×K with

a softmax layer:

xij =
exp(AT

i Aj)
∑K

i=1

∑K

j=1(A
T
i Aj)

, (3)

where xij measures the impact of ith feature on the jth feature. In addition, between the transpose of
X and A, we perform a matrix multiplication. Then, a scale parameter β is multiplied to output, and
the features A are summed with it to capture the rich contextual features E ∈ R

N×K :

E = βAX +A, (4)

where β is a learnable weight which is initialized to 0. Eq. (4) shows that the rich contextual features E
are a weighted sum of original input features. Through FAM, the long-range dependencies overcome the
obstacles of spatial distance and fully integrate the correlation features, which effectively improves the
feature discriminability.

4.4 Attention module embedding with networks

We embed features from the above two modules to complement with each other. Note that we only
perform an element-wise sum for feature fusion. After that, an MLP is used to generate the final
predicted feature. More MLP or other operations which consume more GPU memory are not necessary.
It should be noted that PAM and FAM are simple and can be conveniently merged with present point
cloud semantic segmentation methods.

5 Experiments

In order to evaluate PA-Net, we utilize two widely used S3DIS and ScanNet datasets. The settings of
parameters are the same as the official settings given by RandLA-Net, ShellNet, and PointCNN.

5.1 Dataset and metrics

S3DIS [10] consists of 6 large indoor areas of three different buildings. There are 12 semantic elements,
which can be classified into structural elements and furniture. Area1, Area2, Area3, Area4, Area6 are
adopted as the training dataset. And Area5 is selected as the testing dataset.

ScanNet [11] consists of 1513 RGB-D reconstructed indoor scenes with 20 categories. In the training
phase, we use 1201 scenes. In the testing phase, we use the rest 312 scenes.

Metrics. The conventional guidance, including overall accuracy (OA) and mean intersection over-
union (mIoU), is leveraged as evaluation metrics.
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Table 1 Segmentation comparisons on S3DIS Area5 in mIoU (%) and ScanNet in OA (%)

Method Data representation S3DIS (mIoU) ScanNet (OA)

PointNet [2] Point cloud 41.1 73.9

PointNet++ [23] Point cloud – 84.5

PointWeb [41] Point cloud 60.3 –

HPEIN [42] Point cloud 61.9 –

MVPNet [9] Point cloud and image 62.4 –

KPConv [8] Point cloud 62.8 –

RandLA-Net [32] Point cloud 62.5 –

RandLA-Net + PA-Net Point cloud 63.6 –

ShellNet [31] Point cloud – 84.5

ShellNet + PA-Net Point cloud – 85.0

PointCNN [3] Point cloud 56.3 85.1

PointCNN + PA-Net Point cloud 57.5 85.6

Table 2 Ablation study on S3DIS Area5 (%)

Method PAM FAM mIoU Ceiling Floor Wall Beam Column Door Window Table Chair Sofa Bookcase Board Clutter

RandLA-Net – – 62.5 92.2 97.7 80.4 0.0 20.9 62.0 35.2 77.7 86.8 74.7 68.8 65.1 50.8

RandLA-Net X – 63.5 92.2 97.3 81.4 0.0 27.2 60.1 50.6 75.9 87.2 64.4 70.0 66.7 52.4

RandLA-Net – X 63.5 92.4 97.4 80.5 0.0 22.1 62.7 40.9 79.1 88.2 74.5 69.5 66.2 52.1

RandLA-Net X X 63.6 92.4 97.4 80.5 0.0 21.6 62.8 40.7 78.7 88.3 76.2 69.4 65.9 52.4

PointCNN – – 56.3 92.8 98.1 79.4 0.0 24.5 23.2 51.0 74.9 83.5 25.0 69.2 57.4 52.4

PointCNN X – 57.0 92.3 97.8 81.0 0.0 22.6 28.9 55.7 75.1 83.7 25.6 69.6 56.1 52.1

PointCNN – X 57.3 92.8 98.1 78.8 0.0 26.2 25.7 51.4 76.1 83.7 35.8 69.7 53.6 52.9

PointCNN X X 57.5 93.2 98.1 80.2 0.0 24.5 31.4 53.7 75.1 83.7 32.3 69.9 52.4 53.0

5.2 Implementation details

Following [3, 31, 32], we adopt existing semantic segmentation models as feature extraction backbones.
Following several convolutional layers, two attention modules adaptively integrate local features of the
last layer of the encoder with a weighted sum of the long-range dependent features. We use RandLA-Net,
ShellNet, and PointCNN [3, 31, 32] as the backbones of our PA-Net. Our two modules, PAM and FAM,
are coupled with the backbone to boost the performance. These two modules can also be used as plug-ins
for other well-known backbones. For a fair comparison, the same training settings as their papers are
used. Taking PointCNN as an example, we implement PA-Net based on Tensorflow and use an NVIDIA
GeForce RTX 2080Ti graphics card for all experiments. During the training phase, we use the batch size
of 4 and 16 for S3DIS and ScanNet, respectively. The ADAM optimizer [40] with an initial rate of 0.01
is employed. The entire training process works in an end-to-end fashion.

5.3 Semantic segmentation results

The mIoU on indoor benchmarks S3DIS and the OA on ScanNet are shown in Table 1. We re-implement
RandLA-Net [32], ShellNet [31], and PointCNN [3]. The results of other methods are directly fetched
from PointNet [2], PointNet++ [23], PointWeb [41], HPEIN [42], MVPNet [9], KPConv [8]. For the
latter, we also list the per-class scores (mIoU) in Subsection 5.4. The qualitative results in Figures 6–9
show that there are more misclassification of wall, window, and table for RandLA-Net [32], ShellNet [31],
and PointCNN [3]. The reason is that these categories are quite similar in local geometries and cannot
be well classified by our competitors which cannot learn rich contextual information. In comparison, the
accuracy of our classification is higher due to the specially designed PAM and FAM. PAM and FAM
can complement each other to learn long-range dependencies which are essential for point cloud semantic
segmentation.

5.4 Ablation studies

S3DIS. As shown in Table 2, we conduct ablation studies with different settings to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our PAM and FAM. Compared with the RandLA-Net backbone, employing PAM improves
the accuracy by 1% in mIoU. Meanwhile, individually employing the FAM outperforms the backbone by
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Figure 6 (Color online) Qualitative comparisons on S3DIS. From the left to the right: input, ground truth, backbone (RandLA-

Net), PA-Net and the improved areas. Red areas in the last column illustrate that PA-Net achieves better performance than the

baseline.

1%. When the above two attention modules work together, we can obtain better performance on the
S3DIS Area5, on which the mIoU further goes to 63.6%. PAM and FAM have different effects on
different semantic categories. Our PAM improves the accuracy of the categories in which objects are
surrounded by other objects (e.g., window and column), as the window and column have similar local
structure features with the wall, which may lead to misclassification. RandLA-Net integrating PAM
brings great improvement: 15.4% mIoU improvement on the window category, 6.3% mIoU improvement
on the column, and 1% mIoU improvement on the wall. PAM can provide rich contextual features for the
semantic segmentation task. The rich contextual features are beneficial to improving the performance
of semantic segmentation of point clouds. The qualitative comparisons of RandLA-Net and PA-Net are
shown in Figure 6.

From Table 2, FAM performs not well on a few semantic categories. This mostly attributes to the
intrinsic properties of the backbone (i.e., RandLA-Net) used in our implementation. RandLA-Net already
uses an attention mechanism to automatically learn important local features, which also captures long-
range information as FAM. Therefore, adding FAM to RandLA-Net seems redundant and may have a
negative impact. Nevertheless, PAM, working together, complements its attention mechanism, achieving
a significant increase in some semantic indicators. To highlight the effect of FAM (as well as PAM),
we have designed new experiments in which a backbone network (i.e., PointCNN) without any attention
mechanism is used. As shown in Table 2, FAM improves the performance remarkably. Compared with the
backbone (PointCNN), employing FAM yields a result, 57.3% in mIoU, which brings 1% improvement.
Meanwhile, employing PAM alone outperforms the backbone by 0.6%. When using the two modules
together, the performance is further improved to 57.5%. The qualitative comparisons of PointCNN and
PA-Net are visualized in Figure 7. Note that for some semantic categories, our FAM achieves a large
performance gain: 10.8% mIoU improvement on the sofa, 2.4% mIoU improvement on the door, and 1.7%
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Figure 7 (Color online) Qualitative results of S3DIS. From the left to the right: input, ground truth, backbone (PointCNN),

PA-Net and the improved areas. Red areas in the last column illustrate that PA-Net achieves better performance than the baseline.

Table 3 Ablation study on S3DIS Area5 in mIoU (%) and ScanNet in OA (%)

Method PAM FAM S3DIS (mIoU) ScanNet (OA)

RandLA-Net – – 62.5 –

RandLA-Net X – 63.5 –

RandLA-Net – X 63.5 –

RandLA-Net X X 63.6 –

ShellNet – – – 84.5

ShellNet X – – 84.9

ShellNet – X – 84.8

ShellNet X X – 85.0

PointCNN – – 56.3 85.1

PointCNN X – 56.9 85.3

PointCNN – X 57.3 85.5

PointCNN X X 57.5 85.6

mIoU improvement on the column. As plug-in modules, our PAM and FAM can be applied to most point
cloud semantic segmentation networks and improve their performance to different extent. To verify this,
we further combine PAM and FAM with different backbones for quantitative comparisons in Table 3. In
each case, the proposed FAM and PAM improve the accuracy of the backbones.

ScanNet. We couple the PAM with FAM on ShellNet to extract long-range dependencies for better
semantic segmentation. As shown in Table 3, we provide more experimental results on ScanNet. The
remarkable performances verify the effectiveness of our attention modules. Compared with the backbone
ShellNet, employing PAM yields a result of 84.9% in OA. Meanwhile, using FAM alone outperforms the
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Figure 8 (Color online) Qualitative results of ScanNet. From the left to the right: ground truth, backbone (ShellNet), PA-Net

and the improved areas. Red areas in the last column illustrate that PA-Net achieves better performance than the baseline.

backbone by 0.3%.

The results of PAM with backbone (i.e., ShellNet) are visualized in Figure 10. As shown in the first
row, in the absence of long-range dependencies, part of the bed is misclassified as the sofa. Taking
advantage of the PAM, we can selectively aggregate the local geometric structures and capture a global
contextual feature. The semantic consistency is improved owing to the mutual gains of similar local
geometry features. Large object boundaries and internal spaces are clear by using PAM. The results
prove that the selective fusion of sampling points makes the semantic labels consistent over a long-range.

Figure 11 demonstrates that FAM can significantly improve internal consistency of semantic segmen-
tation, such as the chair in the first two rows. As a result of capturing the consistency of local semantic
features, FAM can significantly improve the semantic segmentation performance on those categories with
complex shapes (such as tables, chairs, and bookshelves). Through the FAM, the long-range dependencies
overcome the obstacles of spatial distance and fully integrate the correlation features, which effectively
improves the feature discriminability.

As shown in Figure 12, the improved area by PAM has a relatively clear boundary on every object
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Figure 9 (Color online) Qualitative results of ScanNet. From the left to the right: ground truth, backbone (PointCNN), PA-Net

and the improved areas. Red areas in the last column illustrate that PA-Net achieves better performance than the baseline.

type, whereas FAM seems to adapt to the part of the object area. Indeed, it covers the local semantic
consistency area and concentrates more on the object itself than on the surrounding edge of the object.
When processing a flat surface, it also tends to ignore most of the boundary and reach for further local
details. This adaptive behavior shows that FAM improves the network’s ability to adapt to the geometry
of the scene objects. Meanwhile, PAM pays more attention to the boundary of semantic objects.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a novel PA-Net to effectively segment point clouds by utilizing long-range dependen-
cies. Specifically, PAM and FAM are designed to effectively capture different long-range dependencies.
Then we can obtain structure features with rich contextual information. Extensive experiments show
that our PAM and FAM can capture long-range contextual information effectively and segment point
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Ground truth Without PAM With PAM

Figure 10 (Color online) Visualization results of PAM on ScanNet. The backbone is ShellNet.

Ground truth Without FAM With FAM

Figure 11 (Color online) Visualization results of FAM on ScanNet. The backbone is ShellNet.
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Figure 12 (Color online) Visualization results of different attention modules on S3DIS. The backbone is PointCNN.

clouds more precisely.
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